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The structural barrier map developed within the Irish stakeholder conversation during Step 3 is shown in Figure 2.

The structural barrier map is the
most tangible output from Our
Irish Ocean Conversations.
This structural barrier map is read
from left to right with the barriers
to the left significantly aggravating
the barriers to the right.
For example, ‘Lack of political will
- Ireland's government is slow to
act and implement on marinerelated issues and marine
education’
significantly
aggravates ‘The lack of personal
experience on the ocean’.
The nine barriers grouped
together in the same box, such as
‘Lack of school programmes on
‘Lack
of
marine
subjects’,
awareness of the subject matter
at societal level’ and ‘Failure to
educate young people about the
sea' are reciprocally inter-related
and they significantly aggravate
one another.
Four different barrier aggravation
pathways are evident in Figure 2,
with directional arrows indicating
aggravating pathways.
The numbers beside each of the
barriers corresponds to when it
was inputted into the computer
software.

Figure 2 - Structural Barrier Map from Our Irish Ocean Conversations
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The structural barrier map developed within the Swedish stakeholder conversation during Step 3 is shown in Figure
3.

Figure 3 - Structural Barrier Map from Our Swedish Ocean Conversations

The structural barrier map is the most tangible output from Our Swedish Ocean Conversations. This structural barrier
map is read from left to right with the barriers to the left significantly aggravating the barriers to the right.
For example, ‘The municipality's inability to collaborate on opportunities that allow students to be taught about the
sea as part of their education’ significantly aggravates ‘Insufficient use of interest and knowledge-provoking
educational tools and teaching context of the ocean's importance to our planet’, 'Lack of knowledge on how to work
with the sea to meet curriculum requirements', 'Lack of natural contact with researchers or non-profit organizations
involved in maritime issues', 'Inadequate competence about the sea in teachers' and 'Inability to see the importance
of teaching about the sea if you do not live by the sea'.
The five barriers grouped together in the same box, such as ‘Insufficient use of interest and knowledge-provoking
educational tools and teaching context of the ocean's importance to our planet’, 'Lack of knowledge on how to work
with the sea to meet curriculum requirements', 'Lack of natural contact with researchers or non-profit organizations
involved in maritime issues', 'Inadequate competence about the sea in teachers' and 'Inability to see the importance
of teaching about the sea if you do not live by the sea' are reciprocally inter-related and they significantly aggravate
one another.
Two different barrier aggravation pathways are evident in the Swedish Structural Barrier Map in Figure 3, with
directional arrows indicating aggravating pathways.
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The structural barrier map developed within the Belgian stakeholder conversation during Step 3 is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Structural Barrier Map from Our Belgian Ocean Conversations

The structural barrier map is the most tangible output from Our Belgian Ocean Conversations. This structural barrier
map is read from left to right with the barriers to the left significantly aggravating the barriers to the right.
For example, ‘Lack of attention from the media for the Ocean’ significantly aggravates ‘No curriculum objectives’.
The three barriers grouped together in the same box, such as ‘Inability of students to consider effects on longer
timescales’, ‘Inadequate understanding of the influence of the Ocean on our lives and vice versa’ and ‘The difference
between the subject and the environment of the pupils' are reciprocally inter-related and they significantly aggravate
one another.
Three different barrier aggravation pathways are evident in the Belgian Structural Barrier Map in Figure 4, with
directional arrows indicating aggravating pathways.
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The structural barrier map developed within the Danish stakeholder conversation during Step 3 is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4 - Structural Barrier Map from Our Danish Ocean Conversations

The structural barrier map is the most tangible output from Our Danish Ocean Conversations. This structural barrier map is read from left to right with the barriers to the left
significantly aggravating the barriers to the right.
For example, ‘Lack of political focus on marine teaching’ significantly aggravates ‘The sea lacks visibility in the common, science “goals” in school’.
The three barriers grouped together in the same box, such as ‘Not enough teaching about the sea during teacher education’, ‘The sea is not prioritized’ and ‘Lack of resources
for excursions' are reciprocally inter-related and they significantly aggravate one another.
Three different barrier aggravation pathways are evident in Figure 5, with directional arrows indicating aggravating pathways.
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The structural barrier map developed within the Greek stakeholder conversation during Step 3 is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 - Structural Barrier Map from Our Greek Ocean Conversations

The structural barrier map is the most tangible output from Our Greek Ocean Conversations. This structural barrier
map is read from left to right with the barriers to the left significantly aggravating the barriers to the right. For
example, ‘The strict schedule of students both in and out of school does not allow them time for informal education
activities’ significantly aggravates ‘Insufficient links of schools with scientific institutions that carry out marine
research’.
The five barriers grouped together in the same box, such as ‘Insufficient links of schools with scientific institutions
that carry out marine research’, ‘Limited or no links between schools and research centres’, 'Lack of consistency &
continuity in the already offered marine science education of the educational system', 'Lack of similar educational
modules in the curriculum of junior high and high schools' and ‘Lack of a marine science education definition and
what it includes' are reciprocally inter-related and they significantly aggravate one another. Six different barrier
aggravation pathways are evident in Figure 6, with directional arrows indicating aggravating pathways.
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The structural barrier map developed within the Portuguese stakeholder conversation during Step 3 is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 - Structural Barrier Map from Our Portuguese Ocean Conversations

The structural barrier map is the most tangible output from Our Portuguese Ocean Conversations. This structural barrier map is read from left to right with the barriers to the left
significantly aggravating the barriers to the right.
For example, ‘Lack of awareness of the urgency of this matter’ significantly aggravates ‘Lack of interest from ministry of education to implement OL in national curriculum’.
The two barriers grouped together in the same box, such as ‘Lack of OL training course for teachers’ and ‘Inability to show the importance of the Ocean in our daily lives' are
reciprocally inter-related and they significantly aggravate one another.
Three different barrier aggravation pathways are evident in Figure 7, with directional arrows indicating aggravating pathways.
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The structural barrier map developed within the Spanish stakeholder conversation during Step 3 is shown in Figure
8.

Figure 8 - Structural Barrier Map from Our Spanish Ocean Conversations

The structural barrier map is the most tangible output from Our Spanish Ocean Conversations. This structural barrier
map is read from left to right with the barriers to the left significantly aggravating the barriers to the right.
For example, ‘There is not institutional promotion of experimental education policy’ significantly aggravates ‘Lack of
teacher training to transmit accurate knowledge in an attractive manner’ and 'Lack of teacher resources and learning
opportunities that are offered'.
The five barriers grouped together in the same box, such as ‘Inability to convey the importance of the oceans for life
on the planet, in an attractive way and adapted for young people’, 'Lack of explicit references linked to the knowledge
of the oceans at the scholar curricula', 'Lack of means to support knowledge and marine conservation environment,
information, awareness and education on this subject', 'Difficulty in establishing a link between our daily lives and the
benefits that the ocean provides us or how our actions generate impacts on it' and ‘Lack of systemic vision of the
ocean' are reciprocally inter-related and they significantly aggravate one another.
Two different barrier aggravation pathways are evident in Figure 8, with directional arrows indicating aggravating
pathways.
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The structural barrier map developed within the UK stakeholder conversation during Step 3 is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 - Structural Barrier Map from Our UK Ocean Conversations

The structural barrier map is the most tangible output from Our UK Ocean Conversations. This structural barrier map
is read from left to right with the barriers to the left significantly aggravating the barriers to the right.
For example, ‘Curriculum – Syllabus ...’ significantly aggravates ‘A shortage of curricular time against competing
monitored priorities is the single biggest obstacle in this sector. The only real solution for this would be at DFES level
and a change to the named element of the national curriculum in particular the Environment Section’.
The five barriers grouped together in the same box, such as ‘National Curriculum / Government support – top down
approach ...’, 'Lack of awareness in schools and wider society of the relevance and importance of our ocean ...',
'Lack of awareness of / expertise in Ocean Literacy (Education) amongst teaching profession ...', 'Inability to
recognise the importance and value of teaching students about the Ocean ...' and ‘Lack of opportunity within the
current national curriculum ...' are reciprocally inter-related and they significantly aggravate one another.
Four different barrier aggravation pathways are evident in Figure 9, with directional arrows indicating aggravating
pathways.
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